
CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE FOR PUBLICATIONS APPRECIATION 

 

The «Vestnik of Kostroma State University» journal appreciates original 

investigations on all natural, humanitarian and social sciences basic fields. The editorial 

board reserves the right to distribute articles to the journal main headings, each of 

which is of a wide knowledge stratum: either pedagogy, or psychology, or linguistics, or 

philosophy, or biology, etc. One may apply via e-mail any day all year long, and nothing 

but attaching an article, some personal information and any kind of assertion, on the 

part of the reputable figures of science the author is on contact with, that the article is 

worth consideration (so-called outer peer review), is required; the article will be 

published as soon as its turn comes upon, unless the so-called inner peer review rejects 

it. 

The journal's editorial board willingly appreciate articles exhibiting a high 

degree of scientific novelty, theoretical and practical significance. One's own research 

scientific results must be stated in the article. Collaborators of scientific institutions; 

those who are on their creative work path either enshrined into their local departments 

at educational institutions they are representatives of or perfectly independent; 

graduates of higher education institutions can be the authors. 

To be appreciated for publication, a paper must certainly meet the requirements 

of text preparation. The materials not in accordance with the requirements are 

automatically repealed. The most respectful experts and teachers who have positions at 

Kostroma State University are those who have right of final decision with respect to an 

article, whether to publish it in the university bulletin or not to publish; each expert is 

responsible for its field of scientific knowledge. 

Nevertheless, in case the author significantly revise the paper and improves it 

within the bounds of the strict recommendations received from the editorial board, the 

special meeting of the board will consider issuing the newly designed version in one of 

the following volumes. Soon after the issue release, the journal articles can be found on 

the Russian Electronic Library site (www.elibrary.ru), with the summary being free of 

charge, and the full texts being available via subscription; thus, each author is involved 

into the so-called Russian Science Citation Index system. Furthermore, all issues since 

2006 are placed on the official site of the University, each issue as a .pdf file. The two-

party treaty (Kostroma State University and Russian Electronic Library) guaranties for the 

author that his (her) paper is available at the global network.  

The scientific supervisor's conclusion is compulsory for a postgraduate. 


